
BECTU rates for Kelvin Hall Studios

BBC Studioworks expects that it will generally only directly hire members

 who are on  the "Core Freelances" list while  Freelances on the

"Production list" will be hired directly by Production companies.

Studioworks is therefore not able to agree rates with BECTU for grades it will usually not hire

Please note that while we have reached agreement with BBC Studioworks on the rates for Core 

Freelances  we do not accept their proposed OT rates 

which they propose should be 1.5T after 12, 2T after 14 

The rates set out below are all for a ten hour day including breaks i.e. 9+1 except where stated otherwise

These rates also include 12.1% holiday pay.

The first two hours beyond ten in each day should be charged at 1T

Beyond 12 hours or between 11pm and 7am the O/T rate charged should be 2T

Members should not accept any work which is scheduled in advance to exceed 12 hours 

and should not agree to work beyond 14 Hours (incl 2 breaks) in any one day for any reason

Core Studioworks Freelances

Electricians £350.00

Design Ops £280.00

Scenic Ops - on camera days £260.00

Carpenters ( 7.5 hour day) £280.00

Painters (7.5 hour day) £280.00

Vision Engineers £400.00

Production Co-Ords £192.00

Runners £140.00

Production Craft Freelances

Sound Supervisor £500.00

Tape and Grams £450.00

Sound Assistant/Operator £400.00- £425.00

Camera Supervisor £450.00- £500.00

Jib Ops (1 person Jimmy Jib) £550.00

Jib Ops (2 - 3 person)

                                         crane Op £475.00

                                         remote head Op £475.00

                                         Crane/Dolly Grip £475.00

 Jimmy Jib Assistant £350.00

Grip Assistant £300.00- £360.00

Steadicam Ops £1,400.00

Camera Ops £400.00 -£450.00

Camera Assistants £280.00

Lighting Director £515.00

Console Ops £420.00

Moving Light Ops £300.00

Vision Mixers £500.00- £550.00

EVS/Record Ops £400.00



Graphics Ops £250.00

Production Freelances

Floor Manager £400.00-£550.00

Assistant Floor Managers £300.00

Designer £400.00

 Art Dept - Art Director £350.00

Runners £140.00

Production Assistants £160.00

Director, £600.00

 Producer £400.00

Assistant Producer £300.00

Makeup £260.00

Wardrobe £260.00

Researchers £170.00

Stagehands ( 7.5 hour day) £280.00

Script Supervisors £350.00

Notes

Where BBC Studioworks engage Sound assistants /operators directly the rate 

they pay in London Studios is £425 

Outwith London the rate is £385.00 for a daily buyout. 

At the Kelvin Hall Studioworks will offer £380.00 for a ten hour day.

Where BBC Studioworks engage Scenic operators directly for on camera days

the rate they pay in their other studios across the UK is lower than £260 for 10 hours.

The rate that BBC Studioworks pays Electricians in their other studios across the 

UK is lower than £350 for 10 hours.


